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By Kat Richardson

Roc, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. Harper
Blaine was your average small-time PI until she died--for two minutes. Now Harper is a Greywalker,
treading the thin line between the living world and the paranormal realm. And she s discovering
that her new abilities are landing her all sorts of strange cases. A quarter century ago, the Seawitch
cruised away from her dock and disappeared with everyone on board. Now the boat has
mysteriously returned to her old berth in Seattle and the insurance company has hired Harper to
find out what happened--but she s not the only one investigating. Seattle police detective Rey Solis is
a good cop, albeit one who isn t comfortable with the creepy cases that always seem to end up in
Harper s lap. As Solis focuses on the possible murder of a passenger s wife, Harper s investigation
leads her to a powerful being who may be responsible for the Seawitch s disappearance. While their
searches lead Harper and Solis in different directions, they will need to put aside their differences to
solve a mystery twenty-five years in the making.
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This book is definitely not easy to get going on reading but extremely entertaining to learn. It is actually filled with knowledge and wisdom I am very easily
will get a delight of reading a composed ebook.
-- K r ystina  B r eitenber g-- K r ystina  B r eitenber g

A new electronic book with an all new standpoint. It usually fails to charge too much. Its been printed in an exceedingly basic way in fact it is simply
following i finished reading this book through which basically altered me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- Dr . Am ie B og isich-- Dr . Am ie B og isich
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